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Paracord Project Inspirations (PPI) is another impressive addition to bestselling author J.D.
Lenzen's growing catalog of paracording instruction books. Showcasing twenty-five carefully
chosen classic and original knots and ties, its focus is stylish and readily reproducible pieces
tailored for promotion and sale. Of course, PPI isn't only for those interested in fundraising and
profits. It’s also a book for anyone seeking to step up their paracording knowledge and enjoy
themselves while doing it.Through crisp, clear, full-color photographs, PPI presents detailed
instructions for decorative knots, braids, bars, sinnets, falls, a coin wrap, globe knot, and a
variety of other never-before presented projects, geared to impress, inform, and inspire.Paracord
Project Inspirations, a book that combines knots and ties of the past with knots and ties of the
present, so you can launch your paracording skills into the future!

About the AuthorJ.D. Lenzen is the creator of the highly acclaimed YouTube channel '''Tying It All
Together'' and the producer of over 300 instructional videos. He's been formally recognized by
the International Guild of Knot Tyers (IGKT) for his contributions to knotting, and is the originator
of fusion knotting--the creation of innovative knots and ties through the merging of different knot
elements or knotting techniques. He lives and works in San Francisco, California. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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ParacordProjectInspirationsClassic and OriginalKnots & Ties forFundraising, Fashion, or
FunWritten & Photographed byJD of Tying It All Together4th Level IndieParacord Project
Inspirationsby J.D. LenzenPublished by 4th Level IndieAuthor’s Site:Copyright © 2014 by J.D.
Lenzen. All rights reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system,
or transmitted by any means, without written permission from the publisher, except by a
reviewer, who may quote brief passages in a review where appropriate credit is given.Because
of the dynamic nature of the Internet, any web addresses or links contained in this book may
have changed since publication and may no longer be valid. Further, any and all vendor
information provided in this book does not constitute an endorsement or recommendation by the
publisher or the author.Table of ContentsAcknowledgmentsIntroductionAbout ParacordAbout
VendorsAbout This BookTwists & TermsChapter 1 - Eye-Catching KnotsCloverleaf
KnotFisherman's KnotLambda KnotPlafond KnotRound Brocade Knot (Coin Wrap)Chapter 2 -
Round, Wheat, & Wave Braids4-Strand Round Braid (Stitched)Double Crown Knot4-Strand
Round Braid (Spiraled)Wheat Stalk BraidWave BraidChapter 3 - Extra Endless FallsBraided
Endless Falls2-Strand Diamond KnotX-ed Endless FallsStrapped Endless FallsBound Endless
FallsChapter 4 - Snake PartsRattlesnake KnotSnake Skin SinnetSnake Belly BarDivided Snake
Belly BarChapter 5 - Bonanza of BonobosBonobo BarBonoboed Solomon BarCoyote
TrailRidged Coyote TrailChapter 6 - Sought After Solomon BarsThin Thin-Line Solomon
BarCeltic-Crossed Solomon BarButterflied Solomon BarSupport Ribbon Solomon BarChapter 7
- Have a BallDouble Woven Globe KnotAbout the AuthorAcknowledgmentsFor their support and/
or inspiration in the production of this book, I would like to thank Clifford W. Ashley, my parents
(Jim and Barbara), Steve Davis, Kira Fisher, Maynard Demmon and his kids (Cailean, Hailey,
and Hayden), Heather Walls, Josh Greenwalt, Dale Gillespie, Ashley Somers, the subscribers to
my Tying It All Together YouTube channel, and the members of the fusion knotting community as
a whole. Without you, especially those who continue to support my online videos, this book
would not have come to be.And...A special thanks to Rebekah Rice. Your support and edits were
particularly appreciated.A very special thanks to my wife and muse, Kristen Kakos. Your
presence in my life brings me joy, comfort, and the freedom to create. For these gifts I am forever
grateful.IntroductionSir Isaac Newton once wrote, “If I have seen further it is by standing on the
shoulders of Giants.” As true a statement in his time as it remains today, Newton’s elegant
metaphor points out the fundamental nature of most significant insights—they aren't realized in a
vacuum, they're built upon the previous insights of others.Just the same, our collective
knowledge of knots was handed down by “Giants,” dating back to the first knots ever tied and
forward into the modern era. Those Giants, and the people who stood on their shoulders, paved
the way for shoes, clothing, tools, shelter, primitive weapons, medical sutures, boats, and a
myriad of other technologies knots have either contributed to or built.Because the earliest
available means of transferring information from one person to another was by teaching, knotting



knowledge has been region specific throughout most of human history. Teaching requires direct
interactions in order to show or explain how something is done, which necessarily limits the
number of people the information can reach. This limitation was breached with the advent of
travel, then trade, and finally the availability of mass produced books. It was especially books
that expanded knotting knowledge beyond their points of origin, allowing readers to become
“self-taught” and increase their awareness of exotic knots and the people who tie them.In more
modern times, writers, illustrators, and photographers have produced significant works
surveying the history and structures of knots. The Giants of today are authors such as Clifford W.
Ashley, Hervey Garrett Smith, and Geoffrey Budworth. Together they established our current
record of historical knots, and fortified the foundation of what knotting has become.Propelled by
the work of these authors and others like them, we now find ourselves in an age of knotting
enlightenment, akin to the time of Newton. Knot enthusiasts have multiple instruction books to
choose from and, with the advent of the Internet, have access to an astonishing amount of
online information. But what makes our time particularly interesting is that a select number of
these enthusiasts, primarily paracord tyers like myself, have gone one step beyond the
repetitious survey of historical knots, and are now actively designing original knots and ties of
our own.The belief that knots and ties can be products of creative design may seem relatively
novel. However, when considering the thousands of historical knots tied over the course of
human history, it’s clearly apparent that all knotted works, at some moment, were new. The belief
only feels novel to some because, during the cataloging of historical knots that took place over
the course of the last century, a subtle dogmatism arose. A question was asked: “What
constitutes a ‘valid' knot?” And the answer to that question was the incontrovertible idea that a
valid knot, generally speaking, is a knot that was previously known, routinely used, or historically
tied, prior to the time of the author’s cataloging efforts. If a knot wasn’t previously known, or
originated from a creative or unfamiliar source, it was generally not considered to be valid. The
result of this dogma was that new knots and ties rarely had their day in the sun, or, more
specifically, weren't published or included in books.This isn't to say that historical knots shouldn't
be published or cataloged in a book. Only that, for a time, the general lack of promotion for
creative knots and techniques stifled forward momentum in the knotting community.Momentum
is a key component of Newtonian mechanics and, at its most fundamental level, is the product of
the mass and speed of an object. For example, a heavy horse running at full gallop has a large
momentum. A lighter horse running slower would have less momentum.Similarly there exists
within the knotting community a force by which new ideas come into existence (determining
mass) and the rate at which interest in knotting spreads (determining speed).When our knotting
community isn't designing new knots and ties, the collective mass of known knots and ties stops
increasing. Over time, this decreases interest in tying, for both existing and potential community
members. Because, as regretful as this may be to some, for most people, tying the same old
knots over and over again just isn't all that much fun.This community momentum isn't just a
factor in our time; it’s a factor of all time, past, present, and future. That is, all tyers who have ever



lived, including you, and all tyers who will ever live, contribute to it. For myself, I seek to build up
as large a mass of new knots and ties as I possibly can—disseminating knowledge of those
knots and ties for as long as I can. Doing so is my part in the effort to increase our community
momentum.Still, don't mistake my enthusiasm for creative design as an affront to the usefulness
or beauty of historical knots and ties. Quite the contrary, I very much enjoy tying them too. I
simply feel it’s time for the insights of the Giants to circle-up with the insights of today. Lucky for
us all, this dream is being realized right now in the paracord tying community.Primarily fueled by
the Internet, paracord tyers from all around the world are teaching others how to make original
knots and ties every day. Whenever an original knot, tie, or technique is published online or in a
book, a countless number of eagerly awaiting enthusiasts seek to learn what’s being
presented.At the same time, in response to this zeitgeist, there is a growing market for well-
designed paracord bracelets, necklaces, key fobs, and other ties. The people who support this
market may one day seek to tie on their own, but (for now) simply want to pay for what others are
able to make.In the spirit of this time and all time, Paracord Project Inspirations (PPI) was written.
The goal of this book is to teach classic and original knots and ties to those interested in using
paracord for fundraising, the creation of fashion accessories, or simply having fun.Showcasing
instructions for twenty-five carefully selected pieces, PPI guides you through a slowly unfolding
step-by-step story that reveals the connections between what knotting was, what knotting is, and
(most importantly) what knotting can be!So pull up a chair and some strands of your favorite
paracord. Learn the designs of Giants, and a hearty handful of original fusion knotting designs
that were built upon their shoulders. And, if during the course of your reading you find yourself
inspired to create a new tie of your own, don't stop. Go for it! My only request is that you
understand that you're a Giant too. In turn, passing on your newfound insights to others benefits
everyone in the knotting community, including you.JD of Tying It All TogetherAbout
ParacordBackgroundParacord is a lightweight nylon rope constructed with a core of yarns
wrapped in a woven exterior sheath. The yarns of paracord establish the maximum stress the
rope can withstand while being stretched or pulled, and the exterior sheath protects the yarns
from abrasion. The word paracord derives from its original use as suspension lines for U.S.
parachutes during World War II. This said, on account of paracord’s utility, paratroopers used it
for a variety of other tasks once on the ground.As with other materials and technologies
originally slated for military use, paracord has since become widely valued in civilian circles. Its
commercial availability (not surprisingly) was initially pressed forward by military veterans who'd
grown accustomed to its use during service. Over the years, support for its availability has been
equally heralded by gun and knife collectors, hunters, survivalists, do-it-yourself (DIY) makers,
as well as an ever-growing community of paracord crafters.TypesThe U.S. military describes six
types of paracord (Type I, IA, II, IIA, III, and IV). However, for the purposes of the information
provided in this book and the fundamental “need to know” knowledge of the readers, paracord is
generally available in two forms, Type II and III. Type II paracord is conventionally called 450
paracord (minimum strength 450 pounds) and usually has a core consisting of 4 two-ply yarns.



Type III paracord is referred to as 550 paracord (minimum strength 550 pounds) and typically
has a core consisting of 7 two-ply yarns.The ties presented in this book were created with 450
paracord. I used 450 paracord because I enjoy its pliability (it’s very amenable to fusion knotting
techniques) and the variety of colors it comes in. However, 550 paracord and a wide variety of
other cord types, including (but not limited to) solid braid nylon, hemp, satin, fabric, leather
cords, and even wire, could be used to create all the designs shown in this book. In short, when
in doubt, give it a tie!SourcesIf you are living in the U.S., your paracord purchasing options are
many, and include army surplus stores, hardware stores, and (in some communities) arts and
craft stores. Be this as it may, not all people reading this book live in the U.S. or have access to
(local) storefront paracord vendors. If this is you, don't worry. Thankfully, there are a growing
number of worldwide paracord vendors, and most allow purchases online.About VendorsThe
following is a list of 45 online paracord vendors from a variety of domestic and international
sources. My hope is that one of them will meet your paracord needs.Note: Because of the
dynamic nature of the Internet, any web addresses or links contained in this book may have
changed since publication and may no longer be valid. Further, any and all vendor information
provided does not constitute an endorsement or recommendation by the publisher or the
author.About This BookInstruction FormatThe intent of this book is to provide all the information
necessary to successfully complete each knot or tie presented while minimizing redundant
procedures. For example, procedures performed on every knot or tie, such as snipping and
singeing, are shown only once and then simply referenced as a procedure to be performed in
the instruction text (i.e., “Carefully snip and singe the cord ends.”).In those cases when a
finishing knot is routinely used, such as the Double Crown Knot and the 2-Strand Diamond Knot,
the instruction text calls out the knot to be tied, and links to that knot instruction. These “notable
knots,” as well as others, are detailed further in the Notable Knots section below.When the
instruction text contains left and right cords that perform all required actions and remain outside
the placement of the middle cords, the terms “left running end” and “right running end” are used.
If, on the other hand, the left and right cords swap position with the middle cords, the terms
“leftmost cord” and “rightmost cord” are used.Component PartsAs the term pertains to this book,
component parts are the knot elements or knotting techniques used to make a fusion knot or tie.
If an instruction details a historical knot or tie (see Twists & Terms for definition), the component
parts will state, “Historical Knot.” Otherwise, more information will be provided.When contrasting
cords are necessary to the intended look of the piece, their use is noted under component parts.
When contrasting cords are only used to illustrate the tying technique, their use is not
noted.Notable KnotsThe following three knots are incorporated into multiple ties within this
book:Fisherman’s KnotDouble Crown Knot2-Strand Diamond KnotThe Fisherman's Knot is
used to generate a varying sized necklace or bracelet. The Double Crown Knot and 2-Strand
Diamond Knot are used to assist in the clasping of bracelets.Sizing BraceletsI'm often asked
how much paracord is needed to make a specific length of a given tie (e.g., “How much cord do I
need to make a 20 inch long Wave Braid Collar?”). Questions like these aren't as easy to answer



as they first appear, because of the following:A) Paracord purchased from varying sources has
varying degrees of elasticity and thickness;B) Each tyer has his or her own degree of tightening;
andC) Different phases of a tie utilize different lengths of cord (i.e., the beginning of a tie uses up
one amount of cord per inch, and the middle of a tie uses a different amount, as does the end of
a tie).All that said, a tyer can generally determine how much paracord they'll need to make a
specific length of tie by tying an inch/two centimeters of that tie, then untying it, and seeing how
many feet/meters of cord were used. The ratio revealed becomes a means of estimating how
much total paracord will be required to make the final piece.Reproduction & SalesTo the
question: “Is it okay to make and sell the fusion knots and ties presented in the Tying It All
Together (TIAT) books and online videos?”, the answer is yes. Absolutely! It is my intent that
others use my knots and ties as they wish, for fundraising, profit, gifts, or otherwise. I would
appreciate it if you didn't change their names, but granting this request is ultimately up to you. So
don't hesitate to start a business online or anywhere else you think fusion paracord ties would be
appreciated. Just promise me one thing: if your livelihood is improved to the point where you can
afford to give back to your community through tithing, gifts, or donation, please do. Think of it as
paying forward the gifts fusion knotting gave to you.Snipping & SingeingParacord is made of
nylon, and nylon is a thermoplastic (also known as a thermosoftening plastic). Put another way,
nylon is a polymer that turns into a liquid when heated. During this heated state it can be
molded.When it comes to paracord ties, this molding flares the “glassed” ends of the cord,
making them larger than the cinched loop holding them in place. For the most part, this change
in physical state seals paracord ends until a greater (human sourced) force is applied (i.e., the
flared ends are pulled through the cinched loop and/or the fused glassed ends are broken).The
following page presents the step-by-step procedure used to snip and singe the ends of all the
paracord ties shown in this book.WARNING: Children should not use shears (i.e., scissors) or
lighters without adult supervision. If you're reading this, and you're not sure if this warning
applies to you...it probably does. Stop, show these instructions to a competent parent or
guardian, and ask for their assistance.How to Snip & Singe Cord Ends1. Begin with the
possession of the following items: Barber Shears and a Butane Torch Lighter2. Once the desired
tie length is achieved, carefully snip the undesired cord ends off with your shears.3. Once the
undesired cord ends are removed...4. ...ready your lighter. Make sure to keep hands away from
the lighter tip.5. Quickly (no more than 1 to 2 seconds) singe the first snipped end of your
cord...6. ...and then the second. While the “glassed” ends of your snipped paracord are still
soft...7. ...but no longer hot to the touch, mold them with your thumb.8. Congratulations, you’ve
successfully sealed the ends of your paracord tie in place!Twists & TermsThe following
definitions and visual clarifications are meant to provide an understanding of the knotting
procedures and terms associated with this book.DefinitionsABOK: Acronym for The Ashley
Book of Knots.Apex: The top or highest part of an object.Bar: A semi-rigid, tightly constructed tie
typically made with square knots (e.g., Solomon Bar).Bight: A line doubled over into a U-
shape.Circle: A line making one complete revolution around another line or body part (e.g.,



finger).Clockwise Loop: A loop that has a running end (or line on top) that rotates clockwise.Coil:
A line that makes several (more than one) revolutions around another line or body part (e.g.,
finger).Component Part: A knot element or knotting technique used to make a fusion knot or
tie.Cord: A slender length of flexible material used to make a knot or tie.Counterclockwise Loop:
A loop that has a running end (or line on top) that rotates counterclockwise.Crook: The curved
inside part of a bight, circle, loop, or hooked line.DFK: Acronym for the book Decorative Fusion
Knots.Firm: The point at which the adjusting of a knot results in a satisfactory appearance.Firmly
Tightening: Tightening until the knot or tie is as tight as one can make it.Flip: Turning a knot, tie,
or semi-completed knot or tie over, upside down, vertically, or horizontally.Fusion Tie: An
innovative tie created through the merging of different knot elements or knotting
techniques.Historical Knot: A knot (or tie) that was discovered or created before 1979 (the year
the IGKT updated ABOK).Hook: A line that makes a sharp curve or a shape resembling a hook,
typically around a line.Horizontal: Referring to a flat or level position.IGKT: Acronym for the
International Guild of Knot Tyers.Key Fob: A generally decorative, at times useful, item or tie that
connects to a key ring or key.Lace: A threaded cord used to tie together opposite ends.Legs:
Dangling or vertical parallel cords.Line: The material used to tie a knot or tie (e.g., paracord,
rope, wire, etc.).Lock: To fasten or secure something in place.Loop: A circle of line that crosses
itself or a bight cinched at its base.P: A line that is looped to look like the letter P or the mirror
image of the letter P.Paracord: A lightweight nylon rope constructed with a core of yarns wrapped
in a woven exterior sheath.Parallel: Two straight lines or cords maintaining an equal distance
from one another.PFT-V1: Acronym for the book Paracord Fusion Ties - Volume 1.PFT-V2:
Acronym for the book Paracord Fusion Ties - Volume 2.Piece: The partially completed or final
version of an entire knot or tie.Running End: The end of a line that is being used to make the
knot or tie.S: A line that is shaped to look like the letter S or the mirror image of the letter
S.Singe: Scorching the end of a cut line to hold it in place or keep it from fraying.Sinnet: A
weaving technique or tie generally performed with a series of slip knots, used to shorten the
length of a line.Standing End: The end of a line that is not involved in making the knot or tie.TIAT:
Acronym for the YouTube video channel Tying It All Together.Tuck: Inserting a line or bight
through a loop or under another line.Vertical: Referring to an upright position, at a right angle to
the horizon.Weave: Passing a line over and under another line.X: Two lines or sets of lines that
cross over one another in the configuration of the letter X.Cloverleaf KnotThe Cloverleaf Knot is
essentially a miniature version of a Pan Chang Knot. A popular decorative knot sourced from
China, its cloverleaf pattern is as much a symbol of good luck in East Asian countries as it is
here in the West.Cord Used: One 4 ft. (1.2 m) Cord = 0.5 in. (1.3 cm) Knot & Varying Sized
BraceletComponent Parts: Historical Knot1. At the middle of the cord, make an S.2. Hook the left
running end up, under, and over the horizontal bight above.3. Bight the right running end through
the front of the horizontal bight below.4. Take the tip of the right running end in hand.5. Pass it
through the front of the right vertical bight, over the left running end...6. ...under the left vertical
bight, and back through the right vertical bight.7. Take the tip of the right running end in



hand...8. ...and pass it through the middle of both horizontal bights above.
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Nicola Johnson, “U will need to buy a lot of cords cause u will wanna make them all. I am so
lovin this with book with the step by step instructions easy to follow will recommend it any day”

J. F. Sweeney, “Best paracord book. TAIT on YouTube presents easily understood directions to
create interesting items out of paracord. The second book is as good as the first. I carry lengths
of paracord on my keychain, have a quick-deploy bracelet, and other items. If you want to fool
around with making paracord bracelets, fobs, etc., this man is the master of clarity and
inventiveness. Recommended.”

Michael F Hodges, “Paracording. Basic and simple projects to do at home or an the road. Great
for making key fob or other gifts. One book for the crafters library.”

Andrea, “Yup. Paracord inspirations. That's exactly what you get.. What else do you want to
know? Lots of great projects, easy to follow instructions, VERY inspiring!”

Nikki, “Wonderful. JD is the paracord guru. His books are easy to follow, and especially so
accompanied with his YouTube videos. Yes, you can just follow his tutorials, but I like having a
hard copy for when I am off the grid camping and have no Internet connection.”

Arthur Apon, “Great for you to learn even more knots. If the Author is JD Lenzen, It will be a good
book lots of following his photos for you to use. Just another great project book by JD? The
beginner will find a place in the Paracord Projects Inspirations. I believe the advanced and
intermediate will also find the book interesting also. There are lots of new knots to learn and new
bracelets to make.”

C Hemman, “My 11 Year Old Learned From It. I bought this book for my 11 year old son. He
loves it! He has blown through about 200 feet of paracord in less then a week making survival
bracelets and selling them to all of his friends! The book did a good job of describing and
illustrating the different projects. He did get very frustrated in the beginning at some of the
directions because they were a little hard for him to follow. He has made a few notes in the book
where he either thought there was a mistake or he needed better directions. We found though
that if the text gets confusing, as of course it will when working with 4 different strands at a time,
then default to the pictures. As long as your handiwork matches the picture, then you can kind of
see where the next step goes. He's pretty much got it down though and doesn't need the book
anymore for the basics. It served its purpose, and I would recommend it to anyone wanting to
learn how to make a few different style bracelets and knots.”

Liz, “Good for beginners with good instructions. This was bought as a gift for my grand daughter,



I thought it was such a good book that I order another copy.Easy to follow and great instructions.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Project ideas.. Purchased for the projects.”

mrs j ellins, “Easy to follow. Great book clear instructions Loads of projects to do some easier
than others Great for birthday presents ,stocking fillers etc There's so much choice of paracord
colour out there each item we've made looks different”

Ebook Library Reader, “Paracord delights. Absolutely Brilliant! Another inspiring book with
projects galore. Ideal for knotters of all ages (in my opinion) With lots of photos to guide you
through each tie. Lots of fun Xx”

Edward A Martin, “Easy to follow. Well written instructions, more information from same author
on his web site.”

The book by J.D. Lenzen has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 284 people have provided feedback.
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